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Drawing inspiration from traditional lime �oors, Limecrete Gerbür Concrete 
blends the best of classical style and functional modern materials. The light, 
neutral grey with subtle textures creates a natural old-timey feeling. Yet, the �oor 
is made from SPC – an ultra-tough and 100% waterproof mixture of limestone 
and resin that is warm underfoot. You can combine it with light walls and earthy 
colours for a paired-back classical aesthetic – or, dress it up with antiques and 
classic artworks for a more lavish ambiance.

Limecrete
GB-CONC-01
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With its warm tone, Pervious Gerbür Concrete is a wonderful option for those 
who want a concrete look with softer, subtler impact. It is a faithful visual replica 
of concrete, but is made from SPC: comfortable underfoot, 100% waterproof and 
able to take heavy weights and impacts without denting. The �oor’s laid-back 
character is a lovely addition to rustic aesthetics – walls with stonework, wooden 
furniture and hearty �replaces will reinforce its inviting charm.

Pervious
GB-CONC-02
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Liquid Gerbür Concrete is a rough and speckled concrete-e�ect �oor with 
charismatic tonal contrasts. Its distinguished complexion looks equally gorgeous 
in classical and modern spaces, and can be enhanced with many other concrete 
elements, from bathtubs to sinks and countertops. The �oor is made from SPC, 
an incredibly tough and rigid material that is also 100% waterproof. It is therefore 
ideal for kitchens and bathrooms, even in commercial contexts, and comes 
complete with a 20 year residential or 15 year commercial warranty.

Liquid
GB-CONC-03
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A sleek concrete-e�ect �oor, Broom Finish Gerbür Concrete celebrates suave 
greyscale tones and subtle dents that create a modish surface. It works beautifully 
with a wide array of contemporary styles. You can match it with whites and 
restrained furniture for a clean, minimalistic look; or shades of grey and bulky, 
angular décor for a more industrial atmosphere – the opportunities are endless. 
Married with SPC’s exceptional strength, 100% waterproof construction and 
warmth underfoot, it is remarkably versatile �oor.

Broom Finish
GB-CONC-04
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Stamped Gerbür Concrete provides a traditional concrete look combined with 
the comfort and convenience of SPC construction. Stone Plastic Composite 
(SPC), made from limestone and resin, creates a highly rigid core. It is not only 
the toughest vinyl product on the market, but also warm underfoot and has 
impressive soundproo�ng qualities. You can create a beautiful counterbalance 
by utilising the �oor in spaces with garden windows or adorning it with lush 
indoor plants – emphasising the unity of natural and manmade elements.

Stamped
GB-CONC-05
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Compact Gerbür Concrete has understated tonal variations, creating a concrete 
-e�ect �oor with cloudlike textures. It is an ideal foundation for interiors that 
centre geometric forms – from simple squares to highly angular or asymmetric 
features. For monochrome styles, you can add visual interest with glass décor; 
otherwise, vivid accents like bold art pieces are an ideal centrepiece. With the 
�oor’s super strong, fully waterproof and heat-resistant SPC construction, you 
can use it anywhere, with no concerns about expansion, water damage or 
denting.

Compact
GB-CONC-06
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Like a greyscale explosion, the powerful light and dark contrasts of Texture 
Gerbür Concrete create an eye-catching surface. It is perfectly suited to dramatic 
spaces, giving you the freedom to go wild with interior design and décor. From 
industrial-chic aesthetics of exposed pipes and vaulted ceilings to avant-garde 
angles and neon colours, this �oor has the gravitas to anchor any interior. Plus, 
SPC is exceptionally durable, 100% waterproof, �re-retardant and anti-slip – a 
magni�cent allrounder in quality and style.

Texture
GB-CONC-07
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Troweled Gerbür Concrete showcases a gorgeous array of tones and textures 
across its concrete-e�ect visage. Di�erent areas have varying degrees of 
smoothness or roughness, and contrasts of light and dark greys. Modern 
industrial aesthetics, particularly popular for kitchens, are a spectacular pair – 
with stainless steel �nishes, minimalistic furniture and sparing, bright accent 
features. Made from hardy SPC, this �oor has the functionality to match. It is 
100% waterproof and resistant to stains, scratches and dents; ideal for kitchens, 
bathrooms and even basements.

Troweled
GB-CONC-08
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Pronounced scratches and scrapes give Exposed Aggregate Gerbür Concrete a 
daring and dynamic personality. The �oor replicates the textures produced by 
exposed aggregate concrete �nishes, giving it an authentic character. It loves 
contrasts – counterbalancing the rugged concrete texture with smooth or silky 
furniture, or its dark grey tones with bright orange accents, will bring your space 
to life. Plus, SPC construction means the �oor is warm, ultra-strong and 100% 
waterproof – backed by a 15 year commercial or 20 year residential warranty.

Exposed Aggregate
GB-CONC-09
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Urban Gerbür Concrete is a dark and edgy concrete-e�ect �oor, with salient 
scratches and rippled textures that draw attention. It looks stunning when paired 
with ultramodern décor – �nishes of stainless steel, geometric furniture and 
abstract art. The �oor is elevated to a new level by dynamic lighting �xtures, so 
trendy �oor lamps are a superb addition. Made from SPC, the �oor is incredibly 
durable and 100% waterproof, making it a fantastic option for running through-
out an entire property.

Urban
GB-CONC-10



Technical Data Sheet

Item

Width

Length

Thickness

Top Layer

Size

Squareness/Straightness

Overall Thickness

Curling

Peeling Srength

Wear Resistance

Abrasion Resistance

Slip Resistance

Castor Chair Resistance

Residual Indentation

Formaldehyde Emission

Fire Resistance

Performance Classification

Thermal Resistance

Residential Warranty

Commercial Warranty

Testing Protocol

EN427

EN427

EN428

EN434

EN431

2-EN660

EN13329

EN13893

EN425

EN433

1-EN717

1-EN13501

EN685

EN12667

Result

470 mm

940 mm

5.0 mm

0.3 mm

＜0.13%

＜0.2mm

 +0.1mm -0.05mm

±0.5mm(80°6H）

Length/Width 106.8N/108.9N

Group T

AC5

Class DS

Pass

＜0.1mm

Class E1

Bf1-S1

23/33/42

0.038㎡K/W

20 Years

15 Years




